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Chapter 10: Part 1
 “They're Here!”

      The ship seemed to struggle and strain as circuits activated that hadn't been used in 
many years.  The ship's main console rearranged itself and a holographic grid appeared 
above it.  On it there were two identical looking ships.  One was the Delta V.
      “That's a Stallunda class battle ship!” exclaimed John.  “Can you identify it?”
      “Yes dad,” replied Delta.  “It's the Stallunda IV.”
      “The predecessor to our ship.” said John.  “Why haven't they fired on us?”
      “I believe they are confused by our presence.”
      “Well, let's break the silence.  Open a channel.”
      “Channel open.”
       An image of a man appeared on the view screen.  He seemed utterly amazed to be 
looking at John.
       “John?” asked the man on the view screen, “is that really you?”
       John looked at the image intently, struggling to dig up the cob webs of his past 
memories.
       “Kevin!” John finally responded. 
       “It is you!” replied Kevin.  “We were told that you and the Stallunda V were 
destroyed.”
       “We were badly damaged,” said John.  “The ship was in a nearly fatal state.  My 
wife died and my daughter was on her death bed.”
      “You transferred her essence into the ship's computer, didn't you?” interrupted 
Kevin.  “That's how you got the ship to work!”
       “Yes,” continued John.  “Knowing that it was her only hope for survival, I cursed 
my daughter to be trapped forever in a computer.  With a living essence in the computer 
the ship became fully operational and began repairing itself.”
      “And you left?” said Kevin.  “You took the best ship in the fleet and you left us 
alone to fend for ourselves!”  He seemed to be getting angry now.
      “If I'd stayed.  They would have destroyed the Stallunda V, killing my daughter, and 
then they would have killed me.”
      “What happened to the visionary who led the rebellion against an evil government!  
People trusted you.  They risked their lives to follow you!”
      “I guess they were just fools following a fool,” said John very sadly.
      “Dad?” replied Delta with concern.
      “John?” interjected Kevin. “What happened to you?  What happened to your dream 
of a peaceful galaxy?  The dream that inspired so many to follow you!”
      “I guess I woke up.” responded John. “With my wife dead and my daughter exiled to 



a poor existence as a computer, my eyes were opened and the dream melted away.  I 
realized that we were so very out numbered.  We didn't stand a chance.  There was no 
way we could win this!  So I ran away.  I took the Stallunda V, which I renamed after my 
daughter, Delta, and I went as far away as I could to the farthest reaches of the galaxy.  
To my surprise I found this beautiful, and mostly peaceful planet here in the Milky Way.  
They looked just like us so it was easy to blend in.  They were so far from any other life 
in the galaxy that they had come to believe that they were the only ones.  They never 
suspected that I was an alien.”
     Kevin got really somber suddenly. “They may just about be the only ones now.”
    “What do you mean?” asked John.
    “Our government believes that they have wiped out all other races in the universe.  
They believe earth to be the last threat.  They are on their way now.”
    “No!” replied John.  “They can't...”
    “They can,” said Kevin coldly, “and they will.”
    “The earth people aren't like other races,” replied John.  “They will fight back with 
everything they've got in their being.  They are so full of passion.  They will fight and 
somehow they will win!”
     “Maybe,” spoke Kevin sadly, “but to fight they would have to know that they are 
facing an enemy.”  Kevin sighed.  “Our people are coming here under the guise of 
friendship.  They've made deals with the Galactic Council.  They are going to gain the 
earth people's trust, and then they are going to annihilate them!”  He paused.  “The 
darkness is coming, and it's our own people!”
     “I'm confused,” replied John.  “Whose side are you on?”
     “It's okay John,” responded Kevin.  “After you were believed dead the resistance had 
to formulate a new plan.  We infiltrated the military and took up rank among their 
officers.  A couple of us, like myself, gained favor at the highest levels.  I was given this 
ship and allowed to hand pick my crew.  My crew are all members of the resistance.  I 
was sent here to meet up with the Galactic Council and make final arrangements for our 
people's arrival.  Of course, I intend to let them know very clearly about the invasion 
that is about to take place.  However, I've tried to inform other governments before and 
seems to have done little to help them.”
     “Kevin,” said John.  “How many of the Stallunda class ships are fully functional?”
     “Only this one...   and yours, I guess.  They never really solved the problem with 
transferring the human host into the ship's computer, so they came up with an artificial 
intelligence to transfer into the ship's computer instead.  It's a new technology.  The 
Stallunda IV is the prototype for it.  It works, but it's not nearly as efficient and quick as 
a human host.”
     “That's good.” replied John.  “That gives us at least one advantage.  We are still 
greatly out numbered, but maybe... just maybe this time we could stand a chance!  There 
is a resistance here of the earth people.  Their government has overstepped their liberties 
and they formed this resistance to take back their government, but now they will fight 
against the coming darkness.  Come with us.”



     “I can not.” said Kevin sadly.  “If I do not fulfill my mission and return to the fleet, 
they will know that something's up.  I must return so that they don't suspect anything.  
But know this; when the time is right, I will be there to fight beside you!”


